1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

One of modern medicine's most rapidly expanding non-serological diagnostic technologies has arisen from the development of macroscopic reflection instruments in the 1960's, allowing wide field imaging and tissue biopsy via "non-invasive" endoscopy \[[@r1],[@r2]\]. However, endoscopic biopsies still present a number of drawbacks such as patient discomfort, wound healing, associated tissue morbidity and the histopathologic laboratory processing and interpretation delays. There is a huge clinical pressure to develop high resolution, in situ opto-diagnostic micro-endoscopic technologies with the potential to provide immediate tissue characterization and diagnostic information. This will allow more extensive tissue sampling with little or no consequential tissue morbidity and in clinical practice more timely implementation of appropriate therapies \[[@r3]\]. The ability to survey field change regions and monitor suspicious, pre-malignant and post-therapeutic fields for characteristic molecular or intracellular changes indicative of malignant disease or recurrence over time without multiple biopsies, would offer huge clinical benefits to diagnosis, accuracy of local tissue assessment and monitoring of life threatening diseases throughout the body \[[@r4]\].

Recent advances in fluorescence lifetime imaging have enabled numerous studies of protein-interaction and physiological monitoring at the microscopic level \[[@r5]\]. This mini-revolution of studies was catalyzed first by the improvement in gated and modulated image intensifier technology in wide-field microscopy and latterly by novel light sources \[[@r6]\] and modern signal processing electronics for time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) \[[@r7]\] or frequency domain routes \[[@r8],[@r9]\]. The emergence of these technologies as sophisticated tools for interrogating protein-protein interactions shows great promise in the quantification of the spatio-temporal dynamics of fundamental processes in the cell. Microscopical techniques coupled with immuno-cytochemical methods allow us to preserve and image the relative localization of multiple signaling molecules in cellular compartments under quiescent or stimulated conditions. Whilst a degree of localization of proteins is conferred using these techniques, the spatial resolution afforded by conventional, far-field microscopy is insufficient to resolve the specific inter-relationship between individual protein complexes occurring on the nanometer scale. Measurement of the near-field localization of protein complexes may be achieved by the detection of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between fluorophore-conjugated proteins \[[@r10]\]. FRET is a non-radiative, dipole-dipole coupling process whereby energy from an excited donor fluorophore is transferred to an acceptor fluorophore in close proximity \[[@r11],[@r12]\]. The dependence of the coupling efficiency varies with the inverse sixth power of the distance between acceptor and donor and is described in terms of the Förster radius (distance at which the efficiency of energy transfer is 50%), typically of the order of 1 -- 10 nm. Excitation of the donor sensitizes emission from the acceptor that ordinarily would not occur. Since the process depletes the excited state population of the donor, FRET will both reduce the fluorescence intensity and lifetime. The advantage of using donor FLIM to detect FRET is its independence from fluorophore concentration, donor-acceptor stoichiometry and light path length and is therefore well suited to studies in intact cells \[[@r13]--[@r17]\]. Combined with confocal or multiphoton microscopy, FLIM/FRET techniques allow us to determine populations of interacting protein species on a point-by-point basis at each resolved voxel in the cell \[[@r18]--[@r23]\].

The limitations of both single photon and multi-photon fluorescence lifetime imaging have led to the development of a video-rate time-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging endoscope \[[@r24]\]. The work of French and associates has focused on the development of this technique for clinical applications for distinguishing tissue auto-fluorescence \[[@r25],[@r26]\]. However, the use of a time-gated image intensifier detector implies that a large quantity of photons is "gated-out". This type of instrument is typically very inefficient in detecting low emission fluorescence, leading to modest lifetime resolution. Furthermore, some *a priori* knowledge of the expected fluorescence lifetimes is needed so that appropriate selection of the imaging gate widths can be made. This technique is therefore disadvantageous for measuring FRET in relatively dim samples such as live cells expressing genetically encoded fluorescence proteins interacting with surrounding acceptor fluorophores. Typically, expressible tag-based live cell experiments necessitate two essential optical requirements: i) very high detection efficiency: the number of photons emitted by donor fluorophores is limited as physiological protein concentrations are generally small, ii) high lifetime resolution: biological responses can often be triggered by small interacting protein population, leading to small FRET efficiency.

For FLIM using FRET as a readout of protein-protein interactions, fluorescence lifetime resolutions of the order of 5% \[[@r5]\] of the donor lifetime are desirable for an accurate calculation of FRET efficiency. Fluorescent proteins have typical fluorescence lifetimes in the region of 2 -- 2.5 ns and as a consequence, the ability to accurately measure fluorescence lifetime changes of the order of 100 ps is required. Our approach was to investigate the use of single-photon fluorescence excitation laser-scanning TCSPC endoscopy as a method of acquiring fluorescence lifetime data. The modest scanning speed of the proposed technique can therefore be juxtaposed against the absolute lifetime measurement accuracy and photon detection efficiency that can be achieved versus current wide-field technologies. However, with the advent of multi-beam scanning geometries for laser scanning FLIM, this throughput can readily be extended to improve imaging speed \[[@r27]\].

In this article, we present the development of an endoscopic fluorescence lifetime imaging system combining laser scanning time-correlated single-photon counting techniques with a clinically licensed miniature fiber-based micro-endoscope. Data regarding imaging resolution and lifetime measurements are presented and the system is exemplified with a FRET experiment to map protein-protein interaction in live cells embedded in a 3-dimensional matrix, as a basic model of a diseased organ structure in a patient.

2. Experimental setup {#sec1-2}
=====================

2.1 Description of the system {#sec2-1}
-----------------------------

All imaging was performed using a bespoke microscope system constructed around a TE2000e fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) as described elsewhere \[[@r28],[@r29]\]. In brief, excitation was provided by a picosecond 465 nm laser diode (Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany) and scanned into the image plane using an a-focal scanner through a 20 × objective (Nikon PlanFluor, NA 0.2). Time-resolved detection was provided by a non-descanned detection channel with a fast PMT (Hamamatsu, Japan) placed in the re-projected pupil plane and a TCSPC board (SPC830, Becker and Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Data were collected using a high-quality 510 ± 10 nm band-pass filter (Semrock, USA) to ensure negligible bleed-through from the red fluorescent proteins present in the FRET experiment. The laser power was adjusted to give average photon counting rates of the order of 10^4^ -- 10^5^ photons s^−1^ (0.0001 -- 0.001 photons per excitation event), below the maximum counting rate (10^6^ photons s^−1^) afforded by the TCSPC electronics to avoid pulse pile-up. All FLIM images were acquired by accumulating 117 frames for a total acquisition time of 300 s.

To allow remote sample endoscopic imaging, a clinically approved MKT Proflex S-650 mini-probe (Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris) fiber bundle designed for a non-lifetime intensity-based imaging system, was positioned in the imaging plane of the same 20 × objective and imaged via the non-descanned port of the microscope. Precise alignment of the common fiber plane with the objective imaging plane was achieved by a home-built fiber holder device to insure maximum coupling efficiency from the objective into the fiber bundle. This 600µm field-of-view fiber bundle (NA = 0.2) is a "contact probe" where both ends were polished to a flat surface and contain no focusing optics. The advantage of such bare-ended fiber is to ensure confocal measurements where individual single mode fibers act as a pin hole, thus reducing greatly the out-of-plane sample fluorescence background present in wide field detection modes. The transmission through the entire fiber bundle was measured to be 18 ± 2% across the whole range of fluorescence excitation and emission wavelengths used in all experiments (470 nm -- 650 nm). Individual single-mode fibers imaged in reflection display a core diameter of 2.28 ± 0.48 µm and the average distance between each fiber is 2.80 ± 0.21 µm (centre to centre), leading to an optical resolution of about 5 µm.

Adjustment of the electronic delay between signal (start) and reference (stop) was necessary to take into account of the 2 m fiber bundle which introduced a delay of approximately 10 ns. To model a situation similar to clinical endoscopy, the distal end of the fiber was held with a micro-manipulator and immersed directly into a three-dimensional matrix. In all cases, a pulse repetition rate of 20 MHz enabled the time-domain segmentation between prompt auto-fluorescence generated by the fiber face-plate in the imaging plane and that generated by the sample. This noise rejection scheme proved crucial to measure fluorescence lifetimes with high accuracy (\< 100 ps) as the signal-to-noise ratio increased from 2.4 to 6.0 when switching from no noise discrimination to a 10 ns discrimination window.

The instrument response was measured from the hyper-Rayleigh scattering obtained from illuminating a 20 nm colloidal gold particle suspension (Sigma--Aldrich Company Ltd., G-1652) with a highly attenuated excitation laser.). Mono-exponential fitting of each image pixel was obtained by iterative re-convolution using the TRI2 analysis package \[[@r30]\]. To further reduce the background noise, we implemented an algorithm that specifically rejected any signal originating from the area between the individual single-mode fibers and grouped together the pixels corresponding to the same single-mode fibers. Wide-field epi-fluorescence images were obtained by combining fluorescence emission using a FITC cube (excitation filter 465 ± 15nm, dichroic 505 nm, emission filter 535 ± 20 nm; [Fig. 1A](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. (A) Main components of the setup are shown including a magnified reflection image of the front of the fiber bundle. The fiber cores have a diameter of 2.28 ± 0.48 µm and are spaced 2.80 ± 0.21 µm apart, leading to an optical resolution of about 5 µm. (B) Illustration of how the fiber bundle is coupled to the objective. The laser beam is scanned over the polished fiber bundle, which is aligned precisely with the focal plane., top panel) and a Cy3 cube (excitation filter 543 ± 15nm, dichroic 570 nm, emission filter 610 ± 37.5nm) recorded on a CCD camera (ORCA-ER, Hamamatsu, Japan) and corrected for small (maximum 3 pixels) misalignment.

2.2 Sample preparation {#sec2-2}
----------------------

Preparation of fluorescent microsphere and cell samples within a three-dimensional matrix was performed by suspending known amounts of microspheres or cells in either Matrigel (BD Bioscience, Oxford, UK) or Cygel (Biostatus Ltd., Shepshed, UK) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The gel-bead/cell mix was cast into shapes with 10 × 5 × 5 mm dimensions (length × width × height) to yield jelly-like samples containing beads/cells randomly distributed within its volume. Samples were made freshly for each experiment and were used within six hours of preparation.

In order to perform FRET experiments in living cells, we generated cell lines expressing plasma membrane receptors fused to fluorescent proteins. In brief, the human chemokine receptor CXCR4 was fused to the N-terminus of GFP or TagRFP by sub-cloning its coding sequence between the HindIII and EcoR1 sites of either pEGFP-N1 (Clontech, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) or pTagRFP-N1 (Evrogen, Moscow, Russia). The sequences of these C-terminal fusion proteins were then sub-cloned into the retroviral expression vectors pLPCX or pLHCX (Clontech, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) and the constructs were confirmed by sequence analysis. Mammary carcinoma cells (MTLn3E) stably expressing human CXCR4-GFP were obtained after retroviral infection, selection with puromycine (1µg/mL), and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) in order to obtain single clones. A cell line expressing both fluorescent proteins was generated via sequential retroviral infection, selection and FACS-based single clone selection. One single clone of each cell line was selected and used for all further experiments. All mammary carcinoma cell lines were cultured in αMEM supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum, penicillin/streptomycin (100 IU), and *L*-glutamine in an atmosphere containing 5% CO2 (v/v) either in the presence or the absence of the respective selection antibiotic.

Fluorescent microspheres with mean diameters of 10 µm and 4 µm were purchased from Duke Scientific Corporation. All other chemicals used in this study were either from Sigma-Aldrich (Gillingham, UK) or VWR (Lutterworth, UK) unless otherwise specified.

3. Results {#sec1-3}
==========

The experimental setup described above enabled us to compare fluorescence lifetime images acquired through the fiber bundle (endoscopic mode") or to operate the system as a conventional fluorescence lifetime imaging microscope by removing the fiber bundle ("laboratory microscopic mode"). In initial experiments we used two types of fluorescent microspheres with different fluorescence spectra, brightness and fluorescence lifetimes, immersed them in a gel-based three-dimensional matrix and determined their fluorescence properties in the microscopic mode of the system. The first type of fluorescent microspheres used (10 µm diameter, λ~max~ ^ex^ = 468 nm, λ~max~ ^em^ = 508 nm) showed green fluorescence if excited through a FITC cube ([Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Comparison of wide-field intensity and single-photon TCSPC FLIM measurements of small beads using either fluorescence lifetime microscopy or endoscopy through a coherent fiber bundle. (A) 10 µm and 4 µm microspheres were immersed alone (top and middle panels, respectively) or as a mixture in a clear 3D matrix and the bottom layer was imaged using a 20-fold objective (0.5 NA, 2.1 mm WD). From the single photon intensity FLIM images the fluorescence lifetime maps were calculated by applying mono-exponential fitting. The right column shows the corresponding fluorescence lifetime histograms. (B) The same samples were used for fluorescence lifetime endoscopy through a coherent fiber bundle of 2 m length and the data are shown as described for (A). Scale bars are 50 µm., top panel). We then determined the fluorescence lifetime of these microspheres by excitation with a pulsed single-photon laser at 467 nm through a 510 ± 10 nm BP emission filter using TCSPC. The fluorescence lifetime of these beads had a narrow fluorescence lifetime distribution centreed on 2.18 ± 0.09 ns ([Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, top panel). As a second type, we used smaller microspheres (4 µm diameter, λ~max~ ^ex^ = 470 nm, λ~max~ ^em^ = 520 nm) which showed broader fluorescence across the green and the orange-red channels (50% of maximum emission at 570 nm) using FITC and Cy3 cubes respectively ([Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, middle left panel). The color in [Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"} appears yellow because of the overlay of green and red fluorescence channels. We determined the fluorescence lifetime of the 4 µm microspheres under the same settings as for the 10 µm microspheres and found the fluorescence lifetime histogram to be much broader with a mean fluorescence lifetime of 4.07 ± 0.43 ns ([Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel). The associated fluorescence lifetime images were obtained from the single photon TCSPC data by fitting the photon arrival time histogram with a mono-exponential decay function using the Marquardt algorithm with the resulting histograms plotted next to the fluorescence lifetime maps in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Fluorescence lifetime endoscopy of living mammalian cells. Wide-field and single-photon TCSPC images of cells expressing CXCR4-GFP and CXCR4-RFP together or CXCR4-GFP alone (control) are shown. The cells expressing both receptors show FRET between GFP and RFP due to receptor dimerization. Fluorescence lifetime maps are calculated from single-photon intensity images and the corresponding histograms are shown next to the fluorescence lifetime maps. (A) Images acquired in the microscopic mode. (B) Images acquired in the endoscopy mode. Scale bars are 20µm.. The different fluorescence properties of the two types of microspheres enabled us to distinguish mixtures of them on their excitation/emission characteristics as well as based-on their fluorescence lifetimes ([Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel). While the microsphere sizes might be misleading by not taking into account agglomeration effects, the fluorescence properties clearly allow us to discriminate between them ([Fig. 2A](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right panel).

Next, we repeated these measurements using the fiber bundle and operated the system as a fluorescence lifetime micro-endoscope. Again, different types of microspheres were immersed either alone or as a mixture in the 3D matrix Cygel and we put the fiber ca. 3 mm into the matrix for imaging. We acquired images by either operating the fiber bundle as a conventional fluorescence endoscope with two channels (FITC and Cy3 fluorescence cubes) or as a fluorescence lifetime endoscope using the pulsed single-photon laser at 467 nm combined with a BP 510 ± 10 nm filter. Imaging the samples through the fiber bundle enabled us to distinguish between the different microsphere types due to their emission characteristics. However, we obtain a decreased image resolution using the fiber bundle, which is due to the diameter and the separation of the individual fibers (compare to section 2.1). While this effect is negligible when imaging the 10 µm microspheres, the resultant pixelation allows for no more than 2 -- 3 fibers per particle in the case of the 4 µm microspheres directly positioned on the surface of the fiber (insets of [Fig. 2B](#g002){ref-type="fig"}). As the beads are located a small distance from the bare-end fiber surface, they appeared magnified. Although isolated microspheres are still identifiable, the localization and discrimination between microspheres within aggregates was difficult. However, the fluorescence lifetime distributions of individual microspheres measured through the fiber bundle do not seem to suffer from this resolution constraint. When measured through the fiber bundle, the average fluorescence lifetimes of the 10 µm and 4 µm microspheres were determined to be 2.07 ± 0.07 ns and 3.44 ± 0.36 ns, respectively. The fluorescence lifetimes we obtained for the larger microspheres in the endoscopic mode are in excellent agreement with the measurements in the microscopic mode of the system. In the case of the smaller microspheres, we obtained a slightly reduced fluorescence lifetime in the endoscopic mode as compared to the microscopic mode; probably due to higher noise contribution as such small particles are only imaged by a very limited number of fiber cores. Nevertheless, the FWHM of the fluorescence lifetime distributions are comparable to one another in the endoscopic and microscopic modes and both microsphere populations can easily be resolved based on their fluorescence lifetimes ([Fig. 2B](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel) using the fiber bundle. The reproducibility of the fluorescence lifetime measurements was good and indicates that TCSPC fluorescence lifetime imaging through a coherent fiber bundle is a reliable technique to record fluorescence lifetime images of small particles embedded within a thick translucent matrix such as Cygel or Matrigel.

In order to assess the suitability of this technique in a more biological context, we performed a similar set of experiments with living cells. We generated two cell lines, one expressing a plasma membrane receptor fused to a green fluorescent protein (GFP) \[[@r31]\] and another cell line expressing this fusion protein together with the same receptor, but this time fused to the red fluorescent protein TagRFP (RFP) \[[@r32]\]. We chose the chemokine receptor CXCR4, for these experiments, because it was shown before that this receptor undergoes dimerization at the plasma membrane \[[@r33],[@r34]\]. In the cell line expressing both, CXCR4-GFP and CXCR4-RFP, the receptors co-exist and spontaneously form dimers between the green and the red fluorescent receptor population. This dimer formation brings the two fluorescent proteins in close contact to one another (nm-range) and as a consequence, FRET can occur between two differently tagged receptors (GFP → RFP) reducing the fluorescence lifetime of the GFP-tagged receptors. The second cell line expressing solely the green fluorescent CXCR4-GFP serves as a control in order to determine the fluorescence lifetime of GFP in the absence of a FRET acceptor. The FRET efficiency in % is calculated from [Eq. (1)](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, in which τ~D~ is the fluorescence lifetime measured in cells expressing only the GFP-tagged receptor, while τ~DA~ is the fluorescence lifetime of cells expressing both, donor and acceptor fluorophore-tagged constructs.
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All cells were immersed in clear Matrigel for these experiments and were alive during the experiments. When imaging the CXCR4-GFP expressing control cells in the microscopic mode we obtained, as expected, only a signal by using the green filter set in the wide-field mode ([Fig. 3A](#g003){ref-type="fig"}, top panel). Using TCSCP-FLIM, we measured an average fluorescence lifetime of 2.86 ± 0.11 ns ([Fig. 3A, N](#g003){ref-type="fig"} = 5 cells) for the control cell line. With the cell line expressing both constructs, CXCR4-GFP and CXCR4-RFP, we obtained signals in both fluorescence channels in the wide-field mode ([Fig. 3A](#g003){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel) and measured the average fluorescence lifetime to be 2.55 ± 0.18 ns ([Fig. 3A, N](#g003){ref-type="fig"} = 5 cells). The FRET efficiency between these cells was calculated to be 10.4%. In the endoscopic mode, when imaging through the fiber bundle, we obtained comparable results in the wide-field setup ([Fig. 3B](#g003){ref-type="fig"}, left column). When measuring the fluorescence lifetimes of both cell lines in the endoscopic mode, we obtained an average τ of 2.85 ± 0.24 ns ([Fig. 3B, N](#g003){ref-type="fig"} = 5) for the control cell line and 2.55 ± 0.25 ns ([Fig. 3B, N](#g003){ref-type="fig"} = 11) for the cell line expressing both receptor types. We determined the FRET efficiency between the two cell types to be 10.9%. The pixelation is of negligible importance in the case of live mammalian cells, because of their sizes (\~20 µm in this case). The results we obtained through the fiber bundle are in excellent agreement with the measurements in the microscopic mode of our system. Although the presence of the fiber introduces inherent noise from back reflections and reduces the transmission of the sample fluorescence, our results demonstrate that accurate and reproducible FRET measurements by TCSPC-FLIM through such coherent fiber bundle are feasible.

4. Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=============

The results demonstrated that fluorescence lifetime data can be accurately recorded via miniature fiber endoscopes which are already in clinical use in human medicine and can discriminate dichotomous labeled structures and cells. Similar FRET efficiencies measured in both "endoscopic" and "laboratory microscope" mode indicate that quantitative molecular interaction studies can be carried out in conventionally inaccessible thick samples if suitable labeling strategies can be developed. In vitro and in vivo delivery of fluorophores, contrast agents, reporters, drugs, genes, and nanometer-sized reactors are currently being developed via many routes such as self assembling / disassembling vesicle structures based on phospholipids and fullerenes \[[@r35]--[@r37]\], while specific surface binding peptides can increase target tissue affinity and endocytosis for drugs and potential fluorophores by limiting exposure to non-target tissues \[[@r38],[@r39]\]. Tryptophan auto-fluorescence FRET signature changes may be used to report on Nicotinamide adeninine dinucleotide (NAD + / NADH) redox and c-terminal binding protein activity, important in cell differentiation, development, and transformation processes \[[@r40]\]. Soluble FRET reporter molecules, capable of reporting on both extra and intra cellular Matrix Metallo-Proteins (specifically MMP12) have also been used to quantify inflammatory changes in live broncholavage cells in a murine pulmonary inflammation model \[[@r41]\]. The dimensions of the fiber bundles employed in this work are suitable for delivery to remote tissue regions via the same accessory instrument ports, demonstrating the possibilities for technology transfer of the results into in vivo trials. As a consequence, this novel technique not only demonstrates the feasibility of studying complex biological processes such as protein-protein interactions by FRET in cultured living cells within three-dimensional matrices, but, importantly, also provides potential instrumentation to detect other FRET-based assays that may be developed in tissues and organs of whole living organisms.
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